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Abstract
Path planning for an autonomousvehicle can occur at two different times. First, path planning
might occur at mission specification time when
the vehicle’s initial path is determinedand used
to specify other mission factors. This task makes
use of somemodelof the environmentin planning
a path that will avoid obstacles and hazardousareas. A second type of path planning might occur
while the vehicle is underwayto avoid unexpected
or previously unknownobstacles and hazardous
areas. This is path re-planning. This paper concentrates on path planning and path re-planning
in both two-dimensional and three-dimeusional
environments as used in the STESCAgeneral
control architecture for autonomousvehicles.
Introduction
Path planning is a fundamental task of autonomous
vehicles. A wide variety of algorithms exist that
address different factors of path planning (for instance (Kavanangh & Werner 1995)). These factors
include whether the path is pre-generated (prior to
run-time), reactive (generated at run-time) or some
combination, whether the path is in a two- or threedimensional space, what form and importance obstacles have, whether the space is static or dynamic and
in dynamic environments, how path re-planning might
occur, whether characteristics of the terrain such as
slope or texture come into play, and howefficient the
search for a path is. This paper presents algorithms for
performing path planning and path re-planning for autonomous vehicles in either two-dimensional or threedimensional space with either static or dynamic obstacles.
The path planning algorithm described herein is
based primarily on geometric equations dealing with
lines and intersections with objects. The path planning algorithm consists of three parts: a line generator
which creates a path between two points, a collision
checker which determines if the path intersects with
Copyright ~)1998, AmericanAssociation for Artificial
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any of the obstacles in the space, and a collision processor which alters the current path to go around the
obstacle which is causing the collision. The collision
checker mayalso use a heuristic function to evaluate
how safe the path segment is by considering whether
the path segment enters any hazardous areas which
might include steep slopes or unacceptably rough terrains. A path selector then chooses the path which
best fulfills the mission specifications.
This research is one componentof a larger project investigating the feasibility of the STESCA
control strategy. STESCA(Strategic-Tactical-Execution
Software
Control Architecture) is an approach to providing
general-purpose control architecture for any form of
autonomous vehicle. STESCAis currently being applied to an autonomous underwater vehicle (Nelson
1998) and will be applied to a land-based wheeled vehicle.
This paper will offer a brief description of STESCA,
followed by an examination of the path planning
and path re-planning algorithms. The paper will
then describe examples in two-dimensional and threedimensional environments. The paper will conclude
with an analysis of how the algorithm will be enhanced
for actual usage by various robotic systems.
STESCA
STESCA(Nelson 1998; Nelson & Garcia 1997; Nelson & Rohn 1996), the Strategic-Tactical-Execution
Software Control Architecture combines three distinct
levels of control. The top Strategic level is used for
mission specification.
The middle Tactical level d~
cides how to carry out those specifications. The bottom Execution level controls the actual hardware (i.e.,
sensors and control systems) of the vehicle. The Tacticai level can be thought of as a collection of agents,
contributing to solve the overall mission as presented.
All interactions between the user and the vehicle occur at the Strategic level. Interactions between vehicle
components are determined at the Tactical level. An
overview of STESCA
is provided in figure 1.
In STESCA,initial path planning is a part of the
Strategic level. Along with various mission specificaRobolics 379
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FigureI: The Componentsof STESCA

tions,
theuserprovides
boththestarting
andthedestination
locations
of thevehicle.
Thepathplanning
algorithm
thengenerates
a path,usinga worldmodal
whichrepresents
theenvironment
of thevehicle
includinganyknownobstacles
or hazardous
areas.
Oncethevehicle
isunderway,theTactical
leveloverseestherunning
of thevehicle.
If unforeseen
circumstances
arise,theTactical
levelmustdecidewhether
to continue
withthegivenpath.Choices
include
continuing
withthecurrentpath,aborting
themission,
altering
thepathby usingan avoidance
algorithm,
or
performing
pathre-planning
by callinguponthepath
planner
at theStrategic
level.
TheTactical
levelusesa collection
of software
components
to carryoutitsresponsibilities.
Thevehicle
commander
coordinates
theactivities
of alltheother
components
of thislevel.
A navigator
is responsible
for
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determining
thevehicle’s
current
location.
Thecommandsender is responsible for creating the appropriate
set of vehicle component commandsto carry out the
specified mission. An engineer maintains the status of
vehicle components.A mission specialist is responsible
for collecting data during the mission.
The Tactical level also maintains three data stores:
the world model, the mission model, and the data
recorder. The world model is pre-loaded with information about the area of operation including whatever obstacles are knownto exist within this area. The world
model is used for path planning and path re-planning
(if necessary). During the course of the mission, sensors and other information gathering agents update the
world modelas necessary to have it properly reflect the
environment. The mission model maintains a copy of
the stated mission, along with the vehicle component
commandswhich were generated to carry out the mission. This information is used for post-mission analysis. The data recorder is used by the mission specialist
to store information collected during the mission.

Path Planningand Selection
A keyelementof any missioncarriedout by an autonomousvehicleis planninga pathor sequenceof
stepsto takethevehiclefromits presentlocation
to its destination.
The "pathplanner"is the componentof the software
systemthatdetermines
this
pathor sequence
of steps.It usessomerepresentationof theenvironment
to takeintoaccount
suchfactorsas obstacles,
roughterrains,
andriskyareasin
orderto avoidthem (Chen,Szczerba,& Jr. 1995;
Kamon& Rivlin1995).For STESCA,initialpath
planning
takesplaceat theStrategic
level.Theuser
specifies
thestarting
pointofthevehicle
andthedestination.
The pathplannerworksin eithera twodimensional
space,forinstance
a land-based
robot,or
a three-dimensional
space,forinstance
an underwater
vehicle.
Thepathplanner
requires
somerepresentation
of theenvironment
space,whichincludes
information
aboutobstacles
(e.g.,
buildings,
hills,
rocks),
terrain
(e.g.,
roughversus
smooth
terrain,
steepversus
shallow
slope)
andriskyelements
(e.g.,
a minefield).
Additionally,in thethree-dimensional
modelforan underwater
environment, information about currents may be included.
Oncethe vehicle is under way, the Tactical level must
decide, if unforeseen circumstances arise, whether to
continue with the given path, alter the path by using
an avoidance algorithm, or perform path re-planning
by calling upon the path planner at the Strategic level.
Figure 2 shows the three primary levels of STESCA
and how path planning and path re-planning interact.
The path generated by the path planner is composed of a series of line segments that are described by
their endpoints in Cartesian two-dimensional or threedimensional space. Each line segment is a path that is
free of obstacles although it mayenter an area of rough
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close proximity to dangerous obstacles or items, and
so forth. If a line segment enters an unsafe area, the
entire segment is deemedunsafe.
Obstacle avoidance (including hazardous area avoidance) is performed by selecting a point outside of the
obstacle and altering the path to go from the source
node to the new point and then on to the destination point. That is, the collision is avoided by going
around the obstacle. There are numerous points to select from. Figure 3 demonstrates two possible points
to select for obstacle avoidance, each on opposite sides
of the obstacle. This figure also shows the two new
paths generated from these points.
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or risky terrain. The obstacles ave denoted, at present,
as circles, spheres or cylinders, with a center point, radius, and a height (for cylinders). Further, a heuristic
function can be applied, using the world model, to a
line segment to determine if it enters a hazardous area.
Generating a path is divided into three steps. The
first step is to generate the straight line between the
source and destination points. The second step is to
search through the list of knownobstacles in the world
model to determine if the given line intercepts any of
them, and to use heuristics to determine if the path
ventures into a hazardous area. If a collision is detected or an unsafe area is discovered, the third step,
obstacle avoidance, occurs. Obstacle avoidance is processed by first generating a point outside of the obstacle or hazardous area, and then generating two new line
segments, one from the source node to the new point
and the other from the new point to the destination
node. The two new line segments are then checked for
collisions and hazardous areas.
Collisions between the line segment and any obstacles in the environment are determined by examining
each obstacle in turn, and seeing if the line segments
intercept that object at any point. Computinga collision is a simple matter of comparingthe closest point of
the line segmentto the center of the circle (or sphere)
and seeing if this distance is less than the radius plus
a safety margin. If the distance is less, then the line
segment comes too close or collides with the obstacle
and the path must be rerouted around the obstacle.
Hazardous areas ave detected by applying a heuristic function to each line segment. The function determines if the line intersects any area deemed hazavdous. The function returns a value which is the degree that the area was deemedunsafe. A safety factor
(provided at mission specification time) is used to determine whether the line segment is acceptable or not.
Unsafe areas occur due to rough terrain, steep slopes,
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Figure 3: Obstacle Avoidance in STESCA
The path planner can operate in two different modes.
In modeone, the point selected to avoid an obstacle is
the point whichis closer to the position of the collision.
However, in mode two, the path planner will generate both points and retain both new paths as possible
choices. The path planner operating in modeone will
generate a single path composedof line segments. The
path planner operating in mode two will recursively
generate all possible paths using the two points around
each obstacle. In modetwo, the path planner then selects a path by using the following criteria. Whichpath
is optimally shortest? Which path has the fewest line
segments (i.e., the fewest course alterations)? Which
path is deemed the safest in terms of hazardous terrain? Based on the mission specifications,
one path
will be selected.
It should be apparent that the algorithm in mode
two could generate an exponential number of paths
depending on the numberof obstacle collisions. Therefore, the path planner can run in modeone if path efficiency is less important than generating a path rapidly
and having the vehicle get underway. In modeone, the
first safe path generated is selected no matter the distance. This version of the algorithm will use heuristics
to ensure safety, but will not recursively generate more
than a single path.

Path Re-planning
Because the path planner generates a path prior to the
start of the mission, unforeseen factors mayarise that
must be taken into account. For instance, the vehicle may encounter an obstacle not represented in the
Robotics 381

original world model or comeacross an unsafe area.
In an underwater environment, unsafe areas might include heavycurrents or shallow water. In a land-based
environment, unsafe areas might include steep slopes
or rough terrains. In both environments, uncharted
mines maybe discovered. During the execution of the
mission plan, sensors are used to detect obstacles and
identify hazardousareas. If such obstacles or areas are
found by the vehicle sensors, then the world modelis
updated. TheTactical level of the control architecture
includes a vehicle commander,
whosetask is to ensure
that the missionis being carried out appropriately. As
the world modelis updated, the vehicle commander
determines if the newinformationwill in any wayaffect
the current mission(for instance, obstacles foundto be
in the current path mayrequire avoiding). The Tactical level also contains a path re-planner, whichhas
the task of determining howthe current path should
be altered in such a situation.
If path re-planningis required, there are several possible options. First, the vehicle commander
maydecide to continue along the current path assumingthat
the changes to the world modelare immaterial or nonthreatening. This decision can be madeif the heuristics
applied to evaluating the current path using the updated world modelindicate no changeto vehicle safety.
Second, path planning can start anewfrom the current location using the updated world modeland using
the samedestination point. This makessense if there
is enough time to perform a new path planning session and if the world modelhas changedsufficiently to
warrant the amountof time it might take. In such a
situation, the Tactical level hands commandback to
the Strategic level, whichthen generates a newmission plan based on the updated world model. The new
mission plan mightrequire additional or different commandsat the Tactical level. Once the new mission
plan, including the newpath, is computed,control is
returned to the Tactical level whichthen resumesthe
mission at the newpoint.
A third option is to backtrackto a previous position
and simply select an alternative path around the obstacle, meetingup with the previous path at somelater
point. A fourth option is to attempt to "patch" up the
path by going backto the original list fromthe initial
path planning, and selecting a newroute (if available)
from the current point. Note that this option is only
available if the original path was generatedusing mode
two.
A fifth option is to abort the mission entirely.
Thislastpossibility
wasimplemented
in theNPSAutonomous
Underwater
Vehicle
(AUV),
whichwasprogrammed
to surface
andcircle
ifthedecision
toabort
wasmade(Nelson
& Rohn1996).
Examples
Twoexamples are demonstrated here. The first shows
how the path planner charts a course in a two382 Fox

dimensional
space
around
circular
objects
using
mode
two.Thesecond
showshowthepathplanner
charts
a course
ina three-dimensional
space
around
spherical
orcylindrical
objects
andhazardous
areas.
Thesecondexample,
which
issimplified
forspace,
alsodemonstrates
theneedforpathre-planning.
Thetwo-dimensional
example
shows,
infigure
4,the
pathgenerated
fora land-based
autonomous
vehicle
around
a series
ofobstacles.
Thecourse
ofthevehicle
is tostart
atpoint
(1,1)andnavigate
topoint
(15,
15).Theinitial
pathis shown
asa hyphenated
line.
Thispathmustbe altered
toavoida collision
with
theobstacle
located
at position
(6,5).Twopoints
aregenerated
around
thefirst
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at (3,8)and
at (9,2).Twonewpathsegments
aregenerated
getaround
thefirst
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Thesegment
thatgoes
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withtheobstacle
(2,5) andtwonewpoints
aregenerated
toavoid
this
obstacle,
at(0,6)andat(4,3).Thesegment
that
from
(3,8)to(15,
15)also
collides
with
anobstacle,
(10,13).Twoadditional
points
aregenerated
toavoid
thisobstacle,
at(7,16)and(13,10).Thepath
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Figure 4: Two-DimensionalLand-Based Example
The result of using modetwo of the path planning
algorithmis a set of all generated paths, as shownin
figure 4. Basedon the mission specification, the selected path maybe any of these generated paths. In
this example,the shortest path is chosen(represented
in the figure as a solid line in the figure). Another
path, denotedwith dotted and dashed lines is rejected
becauseit is longer. In modeone, the algorithmwould

only generated a single path, shownin the figure using
a dotted line. This line was also generated in modetwo
and rejected because it is not the shortest. It should be
noted that a mission specification might be "the fewest
path alterations possible" meaning the fewest number
of path segments. The path chosen here as shortest
would also qualify as the one with the fewest path segments. It should also be noted that this example does
not include any hazardous regions.
The second example demonstrates an underwater
environment and is shown in figure 5. The original
path takes the vehicle from a position high in the water to a lower position. The original path collides with
a single obstacle (represented as a cylinder from the
sea floor) and therefore two alternative paths are created that go around the obstacle. The shorter path is
selected. Once under way to the destination, a strong
current is detected by the vehicle’s sensors. The vehicle commandernotes that this is a hazard and orders
path re-planning. Path re-planner may select one of
several choices depending upon the necessity. First,
the current maybe ignored (for instance, if it were not
very strong or threatening). Second, the mission might
be aborted having the vehicle surface. Third, the current path could be altered to go around the current. A
fourth option is to backtrack around the current prior
to engaging any of the prior options so that the vehicle does not get pushed off course. Again, the mission
specifications combined with the strength of the current will provide the information necessary to make the
decision.
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Future

Work and Conclusions

The STESCA
architecture is currently being tested on
an autonomous underwater vehicle which had previously been programmedusing a different control architecture. The intent is to reprogram it using STESCA,
which should prove to be a more general control architecture. All work has been done on a simulator.
The architecture is currently being implemented on a
land-based robot. The path planning algorithm, described in this paper, has already been tested on a
number of cases using both two-dimensional and threedimensional world models. The algorithm is currently
being modified to use heuristics in order to evaluate
the safety of each generated path. There are also plans
to include
a greater
variety
of obstacle
representations
rather
thancircular
or spherical.
To date,allresearch
hasbeenveryencouraging.
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